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Emily Wong 
Commentary
W ITT week 
will not change 
the real issue
Take a look around. Notice your classmates, co-workers, fraternity brothers and just 
about anyone walking around cam­
pus. It’s no big secret that there is a 
lack of diversity at Cal Poly.
A mere 26 percent of students 
enrolled in fall 2003 were classified 
as ethnic minorities, according to 
statistics released to prospective stu­
dents by the public affairs office.
These numbers put up a red flag 
not only for incoming students but 
also for the student bcxly and campus 
officials.
In an effort to address this issue. 
Student Community Services is 
sponsoring the annual “We’re In 
This Together’’ Week.
“Our main goal is t(i raise aware­
ness about issues that really aren’t 
brought to the forefront on a daily 
basis,” director of Raise the Respect 
and siKial .science senior Chanthy 
An said in a previous interview with 
Mustang I>aily.
But overall, this week doesn’t feel 
any different than last week. The 
numbers are still the same, the 
University Union is still split up into 
ethnic backgrounds and Monday’s 
holiday was filled with homework 
that was put off for one more day.
Tonight, a Word Workshop will 
be held in Fisher Science to make 
students more aware of the language 
they use on a regular basis.
While this will serve as a gtxxi life 
lesson, it will most likely only attract 
those who care enough to watch 
their tongues; not the people who 
spout off racial slurs in jest.
Unfortunately, students will con­
tinue to call this a white campus and 
parents with deep-rwted ethnic 
backgrounds will still deter their 
children from attending.
And even more devastating is the 
fact that for Cal Poly, W ITT Week is 
a big step. Campus officials have 
already made an effort to diversify 
the schtxil’s image by including stu­
dents from various backgrounds on 
the university’s Web site. It’s not the 
fact that this effort was a desperate 
attempt to reach prospective stu­
dents and make minorities feel more 
included; the problem is that the 
image isn’t representative of the 
campus’ demographics.
A week devoted to the cause or 
pictures of black Poly students will 
not diversify the Cal Poly campus. 
Change comes from within. As the 
saying goes: “Change is gtxxl, growth 
is better.”
Emily Wong is a journalism junior 
and Mustang Daily staff writer. Contact 
her at mustangdaily@calfx)ly.edu or 
756-1796.
Budget
hurts
housing
project
Campus apartments 
pushed back until 
2007-08, at the earliest
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By JoAnn Sanders and Kendra Hodges
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITERS
Cal Poly’s plan for adding 2,700 beds to its on cam­
pus housing via student apartments will no longer 
come to fruition by 2006.
The first phase of Student Housing North, the 
newest phrase of on-campus apartment complex, is 
estimated to open in the 2007-08 school year at the 
earliest. The development was slated to open by 
2006.
Cal Poly plans on delaying delivery and “phasing it 
in over a longer period of time to reduce the financial 
risk to the system-wide student housing program,” 
said vice president of administration and finance 
Larry Kelley in a press release. Student Housing 
North will now be built in a phased delivery over a 
three-year period.
The California State University Chancellor’s 
Office advised Cal Poly to push back the construc­
tion date because with enrollment decreases there 
may not be enough students to fill the dorms.
According to reports. Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger’s proposed budget cuts will leave 
C SU  campuses with a $240 million decrease in fund­
ing for the 2004-05 fiscal year and an expected 
decrease in student enrollment at CSU  campuses of 
20,000 students.
Already, Cal Poly enrollment is down more than 
700 students from Fall Quarter, and 400 more stu­
dents are estimated to be cut by fall of next year.
“This continues a declining trend in enrollment that 
will be reversed only when additional funding becomes 
available,” Kelley said in the press relea.se. “Any planned 
enrollment growth would be deferred to the future.”
Originally, Cal Poly hired student housing devel­
oper Capstone Development Corporation to build 
the apartments. Because of the hold on the develop­
ment, Cal Poly dropped Capstone and will fund the 
project with state bond money, which means the 
process will take longer.
The delay is good news for environmentalists, who 
were not happy with the rushed plans.
“The basic problem with the project is they want 
to ram the development plans through before a lot of 
important issues have been properly dealt with,” said 
English professor Steven Marx in a previous inter-
view.
—  Mustang Daily editor in chief Andra Coberly
Car fire 
ignites 
behind 
Sequoia
By Hillary Schuler-Jones
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Residents of Sequoia Hall were 
evacuated Friday evening when a car 
parked in the fire lane behind the 
building burst into flames.
The 1978 Cadillac began smoking 
under the hood shortly after its owner 
pulled up behind Sequoia, said 
Officer Larry Ponting of the 
University Police Department.
The owner was meeting a Sequoia 
resident who bought the car and 
planned to use it to move out of the 
residence hall, Ponting said.
Ponting was the first person to 
respond to a 911 call placed by the 
Cadillac owner’s girlfriend after the 
car caught fire.
When he arrived, the flames were 
too intense to be put out by his fire 
extinguisher, he said. The fire depart­
ment finally managed to quell the 
flames but not before smoke had infil­
trated the residence halls.
UPD Cmdr. Bill Watton said 
potential smoke inhalation was the 
primary reason for the evacuation, 
since vehicle materials make the 
smoke especially toxic.
see FIRE, page 2
Art show 
to benefit 
memorial 
fund
By Meghan Reerslev
M USTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
A celebration of artistic cre­
ativity and the life of the late 
architecture student Emily Alstot 
will debut today with the opening 
of the architecture student art 
show. The artwork will be on dis­
play through Jan. 23 in the 
Gallery of the College of 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design Building.
Alstot died on of Oct. 31 as a 
result of a car accident in Santa 
Barbara County. Friends and fami­
ly dedicated the art show to Alstot 
to keep her memory alive in the 
architecture department. All pro­
ceeds of an opening night bake 
sale and the auction of a student 
painting will go toward the Emily 
Nicole Alstot Memorial Fund.
“Originally, 1 started the idea
for the show last year, and started 
working on it fall term,” show 
organizer and architecture junior 
Min Ying Zhao said. “W hen 
(Emily) passed away, everyone was 
really down and devastated. Her 
parents really wanted the memory 
and spirit of Emily to live on in 
(San Luis Obispo), so they started 
(the memorial fund).”
Ray Ladd, CAED  associate 
director of advancement said 
Alstot’s family is in the process of
creating the __
memorial fund.
The use of
m e m o r i a l  
funds has yet 
to be deter­
mined.
Zhao said 
dedicating the 
show to the
memorial fund 
made sense Emily Alstot 
because Alstot
was popular within the architec­
ture department, and it is an 
activity Alstot would have partic­
ipated in.
Bake-sale organizer and archi­
tecture junior Jennifer Krack 
agreed Alstot would have partici­
pated because she liked to get
involved with social functions.
see SHOW, page 2
YOU'VE GOT MAIL:
Messaging, calendars 
offered in new system
By Nicole Angeloni
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
A new e-mail system designed to 
better serve Cal Poly students, fac­
ulty and staff will be rolling out 
early in Summer Quarter.
Cal Poly will be transitioning to 
Oracle Collaboration Suite 
because Hewlett Packard has 
dropped support for the current 
OpenMail system. PolyComm, the 
group working on the project, is 
comprised of students, faculty and 
ITS employees.
“This is a stepping stone into the 
next generation,” project manage­
ment leader Chris Bnx^me said. 
“There will be minimal interrup­
tions to the way users currently do 
things.”
Students, faculty and staff will 
continue using the same e-mail 
address they currently have and 
data in accounts will be saved and 
transitioned over to the new sys­
tem. Users will not be required to 
save specified addresses in their
address Kx)k or e-mails that they 
want to keep.
O CS not only offers e-mail mes­
saging, but a calendar feature will 
be incorporated during the summer 
rollout.
“This new system offers many 
potential features that will be more 
closely evaluated after the initial 
transition is completed,” Robert 
Bojorquez said, PolyComm project 
leader.
Some of the other prospective 
additions include a files feature, 
allowing users to keep files in a 
repository with security access 
capabilities, web conferencing, 
wireless and voice access to 
accounts, a search feature and 
voicemail and fax. These features 
won’t all necessarily be incorporat­
ed because of supplementary hard­
ware and software needs, but O CS 
has the capability for these if Cal 
Poly decides to invest in the addi­
tional equipment.
see POLYCOMM, page 2
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FIRE
continued from page 1
)J Zciser, a secoiul-tliHU resilient 
mil forestry freshman, was in 
Sequoia’s >tuily loun^;e when he 
iiiil liis friends smelled the smoke.
"We went to see what was hap- 
penin>j: and they wouldn’t let us 
outside, hut 1 could see everythinjj 
throuizh the window,” Zeiser 
recalled. "1 saw the front half of a 
car enj,'ulfed in flames.”
A resident adviser pulled the fire 
alarm and students waited outside 
tor aKnit ,i half-hour Ivfore K'int; let 
hack into the huildini’, Zeiser said.
hri.m Slamon, a mechanical 
eni’ineerinti sophomore and resi­
dent, said the evacuation went 
sinoothlv.
No injurie» were re}-H)rted, and 
there were no l.istin>: damat;es to 
the huildinji or the surrounding 
area, Pontiny said.
The names of the car owner and 
the resident were unavailable at 
press time.
SHOW
continued from page 1
An example was the finals week 
movie nights she would organize 
when she lived on-campus.
Alstot displayed mini marquees 
of the movie she’d play that ni^ht.
“She would invite ptmple from 
around the dorm to watch the 
movies and would have snacks for 
people to eat,” Krack said.
Zhao approached Krack about 
ortianizinf^ a bake sale to raise 
money for the memorial fund.
“It was a no-brainer when she 
asked me to ortjanize the sale,” 
Krack said. “1 am honored to be a 
part of this; a celebration of her life 
and the things she loved beiny a 
part of. For the past year 1 had been 
^iettins’ to know her. She was the 
type of person that if you knew her, 
you loved her.”
.Architecture junior M ichelle 
Hamilton has donated a framed, 
abstract sketch to be sold in a silent 
auction that will take place durinsj 
the three-day art show.
“It was really surprising because 
she paid out of her pocket to s»et the 
(sketch) framed,” Zhao said. “It was
really touching.”
Hamilton said she wanted to 
donate to the cause even thousih 
she was not close to Alstot. The 
piece is currently untitled but 
Hamilton said the sketch depicts 
the brevity of life.
“It is a representation of what 
I’ve experienced my life to be,” 
Hamilton said. “It looks like a flash 
because life ^oes by so fast.”
A specific fundraisinj' fjoal has 
not been set. Zhao said she is look- 
in^ i to raise as much money as possi­
ble but is not sure what to expect.
“I think there are a lot of possi­
bilities,” Zhao said. “Lmily was such 
a friendly person that a lot of people 
knew her and loved her.”
The show j»ives architecture stu­
dents a chance to show an emotion­
al, creative side of their artistic abil­
ities, instead of bein^ constrained to 
desitin projects. Hamilton encour- 
af^ ed students and community mem­
bers to attend the show to learn 
more about this expressive side of 
Cal Poly architecture students.
The art show will be open to the 
public from 5 to 8 p.m. today and 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Jan. 22 and 21. 
Bake sale donations can be made by 
contacting Krack at (805) 995- 
1517.
Peterson trial to move to SF
By Brian Melley
ASSOCIAtED PRESS
MOHESTO —  The murder trial 
against Scott Peterson in the 
killings of his pretinant wife and 
unborn son will be held in San 
Mateo County, a jud^e ruled 
Tuesday after rejecting: a prosecution 
attempt to keep the case in 
Moilesto.
judtje A1 Girolami chose San 
Mateo County Superior Court, 
south of San Francisco and about 90 
miles west of Stanislaus County, 
from a list of four counties. Girolami 
had said he wanted a courthouse 
within driving distance of Modesto.
In doinn so, the case will move 
from the alleged scene of the crime 
to a place closer to where Peterson is 
said to have dispatched Laci 
Peterson to a watery yrave in San 
Francisco Ray.
San Mateo was the second choice 
of the prosecutii>n and defense. The 
privsecutors’ first choice was Santa 
Clara, and defense lawyer Mark 
Gera^os wanted the trial moved to 
Orange County, which is between 
his Los Anqeles office and the San 
Hieyo home of Peterson’s parents. 
The other option w'as Oakland in 
Alameda County.
Girolami said he was satisfied 
that Peterson could j»et a fair trial
anywhere outside of the Central 
Valley and that San Mateo County 
had the itecessary courtroom, per­
sonnel and jail to accommodate the 
case.
“I’m satisfied we can j^ et a fair and 
impartial jury in San M ateo,” 
Girolami said.
Peterson, 31, a fertilizer salesman, 
faces the death penalty it convicted 
of two counts of murder tor alleged­
ly killinfi his pregnant wife just 
before Christmas 2002 and dumping 
her body in San Francisco Bay. In 
April, the remains of her body and 
the fetus she was carryinj» washed 
ashore in the bay two miles from 
where Scott Peterson said he was 
fishing when she vanished.
The judye said he would prefer 
that a retired judye be appointed to 
handle the case so he can stay on 
the bench in Modesto.
Geram)s said he was holding out 
hope the judne would “take the road 
trip.
"If there’s a judjje available, I’m 
not m>inn on the road,” Girolami 
replied.
The trial is to start Monday, but a 
hearing is scheduled Friday to dis­
cuss the transition to the Redwood 
City courthouse, which could cause 
a delay. Prosecutor Rick Distaso said 
his office needs two weeks to move 
its operation.
POLYCOMM
continued from page 1
“This system is a definite 
improvement over our current sys­
tem,” Bojorquez said. “Cal Poly 
could serve as an example to other 
UC and Cal State campuses around 
California. If our implementation 
fjoes well, it mi^ht be an option for 
them to switch to O CS from their 
current systems.”
In February 2003, Cal Poly issued 
a request for proposal to vendors, 
inviting bids on replacing the 
OpenMail system. Over the sum­
mer, a committee comprise of stu­
dents, faculty and staff reviewed the
proposals and tested the systems 
that were received. O C S was 
selected as the best fit for the needs 
of Cal Poly users.
“O CS was the best option for 
our needs because it’s user-friendly 
but still allows us the capability tt> 
grow with technology and stay on 
the cutting edge,” Bojorquez said.
Student reaction to the change 
seems positive as well.
“1 will definitely use the calendar 
feature,” political science freshman 
Stephanie Carbahal said. “It will 
help me stay organized and proba­
bly allow group projects to be coor­
dinated a lot easier.”
More information on this project 
is available at the project Web site, 
www.polycomm.calpoly.edu.
Cal basketball player dies
By Michelle Locke
ASSOCIATED PRESS
BERKELEY —  Public health oHi- 
cials have given antibiotics to jx'ople 
who had close contact with a 
University of California, FW'rkeley 
basketball player believed to have 
died of meningitis, but schix>l dcKtors 
said Tuesday it’s unlikely the infec­
tion spread.
Alisa Lewis, a reserv-e on the Cal 
women’s basketball team, died after 
being taken to the emergency nnim 
early Monday with a severe 
headache, rash and flu-like symp­
toms.
University officials said they were 
still awaiting test results, but it 
appears she had contracted bacterial 
meningitis, an infection of the cover­
ing of the hrain and spinal cord.
Team members and others who 
might be at some risk of exposure 
tiHik preventive doses of antibiotics 
Monday and university officials were 
checking to see if anyone else might 
need treatment.
It’s not likely, however, that any- 
ime else has been infected, according 
to l>. Peter I'fietrich, medical direc­
tor of Berkeley’s University Health 
Services. The disease is .spread 
through saliva and mucus —  close 
contact such as sharing eating uten­
sils or kissing, not casual contact such 
as using the same weightlifting rixnn 
as an infected jxrson, Dietrich s;tid.
“It’s just tragic and our hearts do go 
out to her family and friends, but 1 do 
want to try to emphasize that the 
actual risk of exposure from this case 
is extremely low,” Dietrich said.
MeningiKtKcal meningitis, the» 
fonn of bacterial meningitis suspected 
in Ixwis’ death, is rare, with between 
2,0(X) and 3,0(X) cases reporteil annu­
ally in the United States.
A vaccine can prevent some 
strains of the disease, but there is no
public health recommendation for 
universal immunization. One argu­
ment against requiring the vaccine: it 
does not protect against a strain 
responsible for 40 percent to 50 per­
cent of cases, said Dr. Arthur 
Reingold, a UC Berkeley professor 
and ex^xrt on infectious diseases.
National gnuips devoted to pre­
venting the disease are campaigning 
to spread awareness about the vacci­
nation.
“1 really feel that information 
needs to be given out to all parents 
and all students about the symptoms 
of this disease and that there is a vac­
cine available,” said Lynn Bozof, 
executive director of the National 
Meningitis AssiKiation. F3ozof’s son, 
Evan, died in 1998 from bacterial 
meningitis.
Dietrich said Berkeley informs 
incoming students about the menin­
gitis vaccine, which is available at 
the campus health center, although 
students must pay for it.
Lewis, 20, played in 10 of the 
Golden Bears’ 16 games this season, 
averaging 1.9 points and 1.7 
reKiunds per game. She started six 
games during her first two years at 
Cal. She played three seasons of high 
.schixil basketball in Fairfield before 
•ittending Gonzaga Prep in Sfxikane, 
Wash, her senior season.
Cal basketball cixich Caryn 
Horstmeyer described Lewis as a pos­
itive, vibrant young woman who was 
“probably the nicest kid that 1 have 
ever coached.”
Lewis was majoring in stKial wel­
fare and was a great role mixlel, the 
coach said.
Horstmeyer broke down as she 
recalled one of Lewis’ favorite quotes, 
one which she had on the wall of her 
nxim and put in the team’s media 
guide: “Dream as if you’ll live forever. 
Live as if you’ll die tixlay.”
ams Never Die. 
Dream of Flight.
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CASPER, Wyo. —  The government is trying to hide som ething at its Teapot Dom e oil field again. Not secret oil leases, as it did dur- 
intZ the intaimnis scandal ot the 1920s, hut carbon dioxide —  lots of it.
The Enerfzy Department wants to inject the greenhouse j>as intt) 
underjinnind oil reservoirs in what could he one ot the world’s largest test 
sites tor hurvinj» C 0 2  in luipes ot slowing global wanning.
The TeapiU l\)me project, now in the planninj» stages, will store car­
bon dioxide trom a natural '^as processing plant more than 300 miles 
away beneath the 10,000-acre oil held in central Wyoming,’.
The process, known as carbon dioxide sequestratiiin, has been tested 
at smaller sites nationwide but never on such a lartze scale, said Vicki 
Stamp, a project manager tor the Rocky Mountain Oilfield Testing 
Center, which manafzes Teapot IVmie.
World .Roundup
BUCKEYE, Ariz. Inmates held two correctional officers hostage 
in a weapons-stocked prison guard tower for a third day Tuesday,
but authorities were encuuraiijed that talks were continuing.
Negotiamrs, who last spoke to dte officers late Sunday or early 
Monday, still believed the guards \Vere all right, said Cam Uunter, a 
sj-H)keswoman tor the Department of Corrections. Rut “we feel that time 
is on our side because talks are continuing.”
The standoff began Stutday morning after an inmate at tack exHi guard 
in the priscMt kitchen. The prisoner and amither inmate then got into the 
obserx ation tower where the two guards were stationed.
■u:
SALT LAKE CITY —  Gay and lesbian groups are upset that a 
movie theater has dropped plans to screen a new romantic come­
dy involving a gay man and a closeted Morm on missionary.
“This is a film that needs to be seen and needs to be heard, particu­
larly in a city that has a large Mormon population,” said Stephen Macias, 
media director of the Gay and Le.sbian Alliance Against Defamation.
“Latter Days” is about a West Hollywood hunk who tries to seduce a 
sexually confu.sed Mormon mi.ssionary. Though it’s a comedy, the movie 
does depict church leaders trying to “cure” the missionary’s homosexual­
ity through electroshcKk.
—  Associated Press
Lo n d o n  —  som e of Britain's leading scientists have appealed to the news media to curtail coverage of maverick scientists who 
claim to have cloned the first human being.
Prompted by huge media attention given to last weekend’s announce­
ment in London by U.S. fertility specialist Panos Zavos that he has 
implanted a cloned embryo in a 35-year-old woman, prominent reproduc­
tive biology e.xperts said they were dismayed at repeatedly having ti) 
respumd to .such claims.
“Over the past two years such announcements have grabbed headlines, 
despite the tact that none of tho.se involved have produced a shred of evi­
dence tt) substantiate their assertii)ns,” the scientists wrote in an I'pen let­
ter to media editors sent out Wednesday.
OTTAWA —  Lawyers for agribusiness titan M onsanto Co. drew 
pointed questions from the Canada Supreme Court on Tuesday in a 
dispute with a Saskatchewan canola grower that has become a cause 
for biotechnology opponents and proponents around the globe.
The court could takes nuinths to rule on the dispute, which began in 
1997 when Monsanto discovered its cantda plant, genetically engineered to 
withstand the cttmpany’s popular weed killer, gmwing on Percy Schmeiser’s
A r l in g t o n , Texas —  Tha University of Texas- 
Arlington's accreditation proba­
tion is on hold until further 
review by a regional accredita­
tion agency in March.
The agency, the Southern 
Association ot Colleges and ScIkkiIs, 
has removed references to UTA’s 
short-lived probationary’ status fnim 
its record until the matter is revisit­
ed. Tlte jAsuuauom^i^jxiitiv’e coun­
cil on ctjJlgyc? UlUiL..yjt)telSf f'rn^illy 
lift the .jatutus. Director
James Rogers said.
attribute the probation 
rnimumc^^
B o t h 'œ
status
Í
>r a
tarm.
The suit alleges Schmeiser obtained Monsanto seeds without paying for 
them. Schmeiser contends the company’s canola accidentally took root on 
his farm, possibly falling from a passing truck or arriving with a gust from a 
neighboring farm.
SAN VALENTIN, Mexico —  Laws barring the killing of protected sea 
turtles and the sale of their eggs have been as effective as anti-drug traf­
ficking programs: driving the practice underground but failing to stop it.
The latest threat is a horseback-riding gang whose members wield 
Kalashnikov rifles to drive away police and unarmed environmental 
activists.
Centuries-old traditions make the turtles, and especially their eggs, high­
ly prized in Mexico, where iTficials have spent decades trying to protect the 
sea creatures.
—  Associated Press
LA JDLLA, Catir ~  Since the 
University of Cafifomia San Diego 
police departfwei^^topped using 
part-time student^ dispatchers 
four years ago to comply with vol­
untary. stdnjJai^s ^  by
the California's Pejyc®-“ t)fficer 
Standards, thé départpæfft has 
s t r u g g le  W fttr^^ lfSrl^ge i its 
commîîntcalieac«fileff.
Tlte problem readied a peak last 
month, when a combination of vaca­
tion, illness and family emergencies 
forced the department to pull a 
police officer and a sergeant out of 
the field to cover dispatch. Such a 
shortage could pose safety concerns.
—  University Wire
THIS WEEK
IN  A S I  E v e n t s
H I G H E R  G R O U N D S  E N T E R T A I N M E N T  S E R I E S
Featuring ADAM LOPEZ 
Wednesday, January 21 
6 • 8 p.m. in BacKStage Pizza • FREE
ADAM LOPEZ is a life-long musician from southern California. He is 
the product of a rich musical bloodine and the diverse singer 
songwriter's he grew up with. His PHJSic is guaranteed to move you.
UU HOUR
Featuring IN STEREO 
Thursday, January 22 •
11 a.m. • noon In the UU Plaza • FREE
m m y
liput--------.Jasow-------
IN STEREO performs indie rock with the smoothness it takes to be on 
the radio whiie maintaining their status as a truly independent band.
UU G A L L E R Y
Featuring EVERYDAY GOD
Through January 23
On display in the UU Epicenter • FREE
A pictorial exploration of how God works in our everyday lives; a 
photography exhibit by Kristen O'Brien.
T I C K E T S  ON S A L E  NOW
Simple Plan, MXPX, Sugar Cult and Billy Talent
Tuesday, February 24
Show at 7 p.m., doors open at 6 p.m.
ASI Events presents these four great bands in the Cal Poly Rec 
Center. Tickets available at all Vallitix outlets and 1-888-VALLITIX or 
VALLITIX.COM. Student discount at the Mustang Ticket Office only.
W W W . A S I . C A L P D L Y . E D U / E V E N T S
week of Î / Î  9 - 1 /25
9JAhow prize
—..Palw tfekets
m 9 m m
--------tercet! icene----- Jusomitiap U refttal
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Mars rover 
lands in 
toy stores
By Andrew Bridges
ASSOCIATED PRESS
PASADENA — The Calitt)rnia 
Institute of Technology is making a 
little i^reen otf the red planet.
Caltech, which runs the Jet 
Propulsion Lahorattiry for NASA, 
patented the twin rovers it sent to 
investiyate the surface of Mars and 
is licensing their images for com­
mercial use.
Models of the six-wheeled Spirit 
rover are already on store shelves. 
Caltech has inked three deals so far 
and expects perhaps three more.
Officials of the private university 
didn’t say how much money they 
hope to make hut pledged to donate 
half to educational tmtreach pro­
grams and the rest for Caltech 
research.
“We did it more for publicity than 
as a commercial hit," said Frederic 
Farina, assistant director of 
Caltech’s office of techm>logy trans­
fer.
Danish toy maker Lego C'o. was 
one of the first companies it) sign an 
agreement and is already selling a 
huild-it-vourself toy version of 
Spirit, the rover that arrived on 
M.irs on Jan. i and has wheeled 
awav from its lander to explore the
l .  i n d s e . i p e .  I t s  t w i n  r o v e r ,  
t ' i p p o r t u n i t y ,  is  s c h e d u l e d  t o  t o u c h  
d o w n  I , i n .  2 4
The toy was Eased on drawings 
supjdied hy C^iltech, said Jeff James 
ol Lego’s community development 
oftue in Enfield, Camn. The set 
retails for $84.99 and contains 858 
plastic pieces. It’s recommeiuled for 
children ages 10 and up.
“It’s on the high end of challeng­
ing to put together,” James said.
.\nother company is producing a 
colleetihle. one-tenth scale model 
rover that sells for $150. A third is
m. iking larger models destined for 
museums.
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Two men suffer wounds from bar fight
BURBANK (AP) — A hip-hop 
night at a country-western har 
ended with two people being shot 
and seven arrested after police said 
rival gang members began fight­
ing.
None of the wounded appeared 
to suffer life-threatening injuries.
The event, a private promotion 
on Saturday night at Crazy Jack’s 
Country Bar and Grill, was spon­
sored by Point Blank
• Police responded to reports of nnultiple shots 
being fired at 2 a.m.on Sunday
Entertainmenr, a local party pro­
moter.
Police responded at about 2 
a.m. Sunday morning to reports of 
multiple shots being fired and dis­
covered “people were fleeing in all 
directions,” said police Sgt. Glen 
Sorkness.
Lost dog found 
two days too late
• San Jose woman told she cannot keep her 
pet because it had already been adopted
SAN JO SE, Calif. (AP) —  A San jose woman was reunited with 
her lost dog six days after the golden retriever escaped from her 
backyard, only to find out she won’t be able to keep her beloved pet.
Niki Karanasfa,sis was ecstatic when she found Bella at the 
Humane Society, but she was devastated to learn that her 2-year-old 
dog had been adopted by a new c>wner just hours earlier.
Humane Society officials said their hands are tied because they’re 
required to put stray dogs up for adoption five days after they’re 
picked up if they don’t have ID tags. Tagged animals are held for 10 
days, but Bella didn’t have one.
Bella was picked up and taken to the Santa Clara shelter on Jan. 
2 after the golden retriever and a contpanion dog, a black Labrador 
named Zina, escaped from Karanastasis’ yard. Zina -still hasn’t been 
found.
Karanastasis, her husband and a friend visited the shelter three 
times before she spotted the dc>g on Jan. 8. She said Bella jumped up 
and down and responded to commands in Greek, saying that’s proof 
It’s her dog.
“I couldn’t believe it. How could this happen?” Karanastasis 
asked. “1 was looking at her. playing with her, but 1 couldn’t have 
her. How could they tell me, ‘You don’t own this dog?’ “
Karanastasis and her friend begged the new owner to return the 
dog. But the woman said the dog was a present for her daughter’s 
birthday and declined their offer to buy her another golden retriev­
er.
Karanastasis said she regrets not placing a tag on the dog and has 
lost sleep over the incident but said she still hopes Bella’s new 
owner w-ill change her mind and give back the dog.
About 50 rounds of ammuni­
tion were found outside the bar, 
police said. During the melee, an 
undisclosed amount of cash and 
alcohol also was taken from the 
bar.
Rival gang members from the 
Pacoima area in Los Angeles were
blamed for the mayhem. Police 
said the promotion was unusual for 
that particular bar, with promoters 
widely distributing fliers to draw 
attendees to the show.
A 27-year-old Pacoima man 
who fled from police in a silver 
2000 Dodge Stratus with 
California license plate 4HEV102 
on Sunday was wanted by police.
The man is considered armed 
and dangerous.
Schwarzenegger speaks 
at judges' conference
By Tami Min
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SA N  F R A N C ISC O  _  Gov.
absolutely nothing in my pock­
e ts ,” Schwarzenegger told the 
ch ie f justices from around the 
country, including C alifornia  
Arnold Schwarzenegger left a C h ief Justice Ronald M. George, 
farm in Austria as a young man to j^e was able to stay and live a 
becom e a cham pionship body-
builder, made millions in films, because of “the services you pro-
------- vide,” Schwarzenegger
told the judges.
“This is really wild,”
then ousted a governor 
later in life.
Along that extraordi­
nary path, the 
Am erican ju stice  sys­
tem has protected him, 
Schwarzenegger said 
Monday.
Schwarzenegger said 
he was “protected with 
open arms” by the 
courts as a young immi­
grant. T h a t’s when he 
needed visas to stay in 
the country,
Schwarzenegger told .i
“People horn in 
America take 
important things 
like freedom  
for granted. 
People dream 
about it . . .  all 
over the world.” 
Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzengger
Schwarzenegger said, 
looking back on his 
life, adding that he 
hopes he doesn’t “wake 
up from this dream.”
Again the courts 
stepped in to help him 
out later in life, 
Schwarzenegger said.
A federal appeals 
court reinstated the 
O ct. 7 C alifornia
group of ch ief justices gathered gubernatorial recall election date 
for the three-day conference of after the American Civil Liberties 
Cheif Justices in San Francisco. U nion sued to postpone the
“People born in A m erica” take event. T he civ il rights group
important things like freedom for claimed that as many as 40 ,000  
granted, Schwarzenegger said, votes could be uncounted because 
“People dream about it ... all over of the use of punch-card ballots, 
the world.” the kind that prompted the
Schwarzenegger had longed to “hanging chads” litigation  in 
come to America since he was 10, Florida’s 2000 presidential elec- 
he saiil. tion.
“1 came at 21 years old with
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Torque' lacks horsepower
By Christopher Pitoun
M ICHIGAN DAILY (UNIVERSITY OF M ICH IG AN )
ANN ARBOR, Mich. —  In see­
ing any Him made hy the brilliant 
minds behind “The Fast and the 
Furious” and “S.W .A.T,” one must 
he willing» to forf»o certain levels of 
artistic quality in pursuit of mind­
less entertainment.
“Torque” manaj>es, more than 
any of its predecessors, tcT test the 
limits of critical audiences and 
their willinjiness to lower their 
standards.
The stunts and feats showcased 
in “Torque” are so overly elaborate 
that they make Neo’s achievements 
in “The Matrix” look like they 
could happen in the real world. 
Instead of being mesmerized hy 
their tricks, viewers cannot help 
hut laugh at the ridiculous specta­
cle on screen. Sure, characters in 
action films are supposed to he 
somewhat superhuman. Films are 
allowed to go slightly past what is
ordinarily possible. But “Torque” 
makes no apologies for not even 
bothering to explain why these 
ludicrous characters can perform 
actions that are nothing short of 
feats of God.
The story begins when Cary Ford 
(Martin Henderson) returns to the 
Southern California biker world six 
months after he disappeared to 
Thailand. Upon returning home, 
he is greeted by his furious girl­
friend, Shane (Monet Mazur), and 
a rival gang whose drugs he lost to 
the law.
The performances in “Torque” 
are downright shameful. It seems 
the priority was to create as attrac­
tive a cast as possible. To be fair to 
the leading actors, however, the 
script affords them little opportuni­
ty to shine. The dialogue is more 
appropriate for a high school film 
project than a big-budget 
Hollywood release.
“Torque” is not even able to find 
salvation in its overdone special
effects. The final action sequence is 
so poorly done that it looks more 
like a video game than a film. The 
sound mixing is also indicative of 
how little care was put into the 
making of this film. There is a 
scene where the characters’ lips 
move and yet there is no corre­
sponding dialogue —  only silence.
Producers Neil H. Moritz and 
Brad Luff have managed to success­
fully continue their downward 
slide. This return to their original 
formulas of fast engines and attrac­
tive women demonstrates that per­
haps there is a limit to such an 
appealing combo —  even with 
ever-expanding budgets.
From the shameless advertising 
of Pepsi products to the characters’ 
injury-free survival of outrageously 
dangerous stunts, “Torque” does 
not hesitate to insult the intelli­
gence of its audience. Wasn’t the 
lesstm of the 2003 summer film sea­
son that the audience was not as 
stupid as studio executives thought?
ii
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Study: File sharing on 
college campuses down
By Holly Johnson
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT (INDIANA UNIVERSITY)
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. —  
According to a survey by the Pew 
Internet iSi American Life Project, the 
number of college students who illegal­
ly swap files on the Web has drcipped 
by more than half during the past year, 
and Indiana University statistics 
obtained from University Information 
Technokigy Services seem to be consis­
tent with this trend.
Merri Beth Lavagnino, deputy IT 
policy officer for U ITS, said lU 
received 263 copyright infringement 
notices during the months of August 
through September 2CX33, down from 
435 during the 2002 fall semester.
UITS keeps notices it receives frcTin 
copyright holders concerning alleged 
infringements and tracks the records of 
what actions were taken in response to 
each notice. However, discrepancies 
may exist if copyright holders are send­
ing fewer notices than last year; thus, a 
direct causal relationship between leg­
islation levied by such groups as the 
Recording Industry Ass(x:iation of 
America and the Motion Picture 
AssLKiation of America cannot be 
formed in certainty.
“We are only counting the number 
of notices we received from ctipyright 
holders,” Lavagnino said. “Thus, our 
figures reflect the effort the copyright 
holders are taking to identify and then 
send notices. The numbers are down 
from last year. Whether that means 
there is less file sharing cir that the 
copyright holders are just sending 
fewer notices, I can’t say.”
An earlier Pew study relating to 
such findings was released in spring 
2CX)3, shortly after the recording indus­
try announced it would take legal 
action against illegal tile sharers. A 
fifth of the 1,358 Internet users sam­
pled in this fall’s survey, the results of 
which were released earlier this month, 
said they download and swap files less 
frequently because of such lawsuits.
Lee Rainie, the Pew project’s direc­
tor, said the survey was spawned in 
reaction to the interest in how the 
recording industry’s suits were affecting 
downliTading practices. He claimed the 
decrease in illegal downloading is 
unprecedented.
“We have never seen an activity 
drop L>ff like this,” Rainie told#-The 
Chronicle of Higher Education earlier 
this month.
The U.S. Gxirt of Appeals for the 
District of Gilumbia Circuit ruled that 
fast-track subpoena provisions of 
1998’s Digital Millennium Gipyright 
Act did not apply in instances where
Sweet Swirls
I W ePto iS
F r e s h  F r o m  L n c h . in to c l  R d k e -ry
locatod iiuiidc
TheA
A v e n u e
a c fu u  lrc>m M ow  ( >ym
complimentary medium Starbucks®  coffee 
with purchase of a Sweet Sw irls roll.
during January, not to be combined with coupons or other special offers. P l u $
the copyrighted material is stored on 
computers beyond the grasp of an 
Internet service provider. This dealt a 
potentially crippling blow to commu­
nications giants and recording corpcTra- 
tions seeking to stem the number of 
illegal downloaders.
Recording industry groups had pre­
viously relied on premises of the 
DMCA to gain fast access to the spe­
cific names of thousands of suspected 
illegal file sharers in American univer­
sities. Without the fast-track provision, 
such groups would have to utilize only 
Internet addresses of users’ computers.
School of Journalism professeur 
Amy Reynolds said she believes 
many students blur the distinction 
between what is legal and what their 
personal perceptions are concerning 
copyright law.
“It .seems like a simple issue, but in 
actuality it’s a very complicated one,” 
Reynolds said. “Because of the struc­
ture within the recording industry, it’s 
often unclear if a label such as Sony 
agrees with the stance of a particular 
artist in regard to file sharing.”
Reynolds said the complicated 
licensing structure involved in music 
and video copyrighting may often 
mislead students.
“A lot of the reason students don’t 
understand copyright involves the 
context of this legislation,” she said. 
“It’s UxTking at why we value copy­
right and the protection of creative 
property.”
Some universities, most irotably 
Penn State, have begun offering file 
sharing applications like Napster to its 
students, subsidized by a blanket tech­
nology fee. The Penn State action to 
subsidize Napster essentially wixks as a 
mechanism to prevent students from 
downloading music for which they 
have not paid.
Reynolds hesitated to speculate as to 
whether lU could ever move toward 
such a serv'ice.
“File sharing isn’t illegal when it’s 
done in the appropriate way,” she said. 
“People have just gotten used to doing 
it for free.”
Lavagnino said students should note 
lU is not targeting them rather. 
University Technological Services 
priKesses notices sent by copyright 
holders as defined hy the DMCA.
Individuals who receive infringe­
ment tKTtices are directed to follow spe­
cific university pnxedures and must 
take an online tutorial and quiz. Dean 
of Students Richard McKaig told the 
IDS la.st March lU will “aggressively 
punish” students who continue to ille­
gally use peer-tivpeer prtigrams.
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Stiller/Polly'rehash "Something About Mary'
By John M. Pierson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
“Alonj’ Came Polly” is touted as a 
movie about a man who fears dan­
ger, but ends up taking the ultimate 
risk. Universal Studios would also 
have audiences believing that 
“Polly” is a romantic comedy.
Unfortunately, neither statement 
is quite true.
In reality, main character Reuben 
Feffer (Ben Stiller) is a man who is 
afraid of everything, and “Along 
Came Polly” is a comedy that relies 
on sight gags and gross-out humor to 
get laughs.
From the opening scene where 
Reuben’s best friend Sandy Lyle 
(Phillip Seymour Hall) falls on a 
dance floor to Reuben later needing 
to use the bathroom in Polly’s 
(Jennifer Aniston) apartment after 
eating spicy food, intelligent humor 
and witty jokes are passed over for 
poop and sweat jokes, complete with 
squelching sounds to add to the 
laughs and groans of disgust.
Perhaps the biggest problem with 
“Along Came Polly” is that it’s a 
film everybody’s seen before —  it’s 
called “There’s Something About 
Mary.” Man reunites with woman he 
knew way back when, falls for her 
and goes through many unbeliev­
able and progressively worse situa­
tions to win her heart by the end of 
the reel. Change a few elements —  
like using Jennifer Aniston instead 
of Cameron Diaz and New York as 
the setting instead of Florida —  and 
you’re all set.
Further hampering the film are
Besides nothing new from the lead actors 
in the movie, the script forces tired ethnic 
stereotypes on the audience as well.
Stiller’s and Aniston’s flat perfor­
mances. Stiller has proven that the 
one thing he does best is play him­
self in every movie he’s in, with the 
exception of “Zixilander.” At least 
in that film, he stretched his acting 
muscles, reached out and grabbed a 
role that was truly different from his 
past roles and dazzled audiences 
with his unconventional character. 
In “Polly,” we see nothing but the 
same old Ben Stiller from “There’s 
Scimething AKiut Mary,” “Meet the 
Parents” and “Keeping the Faith.”
New dog, old tricks. 
Ben Stiller takes a 
b ig  risk by p lay ing  
basketball a ga in st a 
bare-chested, sweaty  
m an in "A lo n g  Cam e  
Polly." Stiller's role in 
th is anyth ing-that- 
can-go-w rong-w ill 
film  does not stray 
far from  his past 
flirtations w ith the  
silver screen.
Jennifer A n iston  
ad d s a predictable  
role, w ith the on ly  
brigh t perform ances 
com ing from  veteran  
actors H ank  Azaria  
and Alec Baldwin.
COURTESY PHOTO
Aniston seems as if she’s playing 
Rachel in “Friends,” or maybe Grace 
from “Bruce Almighty” or Joanna 
from “Office Space.” Aniston flesh­
es out the three characters so simi­
larly that distinguishing between 
them is nearly impossible.
Where the movie shines, though, 
is with Hank Azaria as Claude the 
scuba instructor and Alec Baldwin 
as Stan Indursky, Reuben’s boss.
Azaria, an accom ­
plished voice artist and 
actor, is responsible for a 
large number of charac­
ters on “The Simpsons,” 
including Moe, C hief 
Wiggum and Apu. He plays the 
French-nudist-scuba-enthusiast as 
well as he has any of his “Simpsons” 
characters in terms of completely 
changing his voice and speech pat­
terns for the role.
Baldwin has also done an excel­
lent job of stepping out of his nor­
mal acting roles (Adam Maitland, 
“Beetlejuice”; Robert Green, “Tfie 
Edge”; Assistant D.A. Bobby 
DeLaughter, “Ghosts of 
Mississippi”) to become an older, 
overweight risk analysis corporation
CEO. The two actors’ scenes were 
the most enjoyable parts of the film, 
if only because they execute such 
oddball characters so perfectly.
Sadly, Azaria and Baldwin are 
only in the movie for about 10 min­
utes each, meaning there are anoth­
er 80 minutes of repetitive jokes for 
the audience to suffer through, 
including a half-blind ferret that 
bumps headfirst into boxes and 
garbage cans.
Besides nothing new from the 
lead actors in the movie, the script 
forces tired ethnic and minority 
group stereotypes on the audience as 
well. Latino men are portrayed as 
steamy, salsa-dancing, girlfriend­
stealing Lotharios who can’t speak 
English properly, and gay men are 
the only men who can dance well. 
Older people are shown as ethnical­
ly ignorant and insensitive, to the 
point where Reuben’s mother, 
played by Michelle Lee, actually 
confuses people from India with 
Native Americans. This lowbrow 
humor is insulting to the public, and 
does nothing but contribute to long­
standing stereotypes. If the film 
were deftly making fun of the stereo­
type and encouraging new attitudes 
toward minorities, it might be 
funny. Instead, it embraces the 
stereotypes and treats American 
audiences as if they weren’t smart 
enough to see outside the estab­
lished paradigm.
Rather than spending hard- 
earned money to see this film, watch
“There’s Something About Mary,” 
and then watch an episode of 
“Friends” right after. Imagine the 
two whirled up in a blender and 
served in a glass and you’ll get a 
good idea of what “Along Came 
Polly” is like without having to 
waste an hour’s pay at the movie 
theater.
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Bush's plan 
benefits himself, 
not immigrants
As much as President Geòrgie W. Bush wants to appear to he oozing with compassion and the spirit tit humanity, his irew proposal to allow 
illegal immigrants to obtain temporary legal status as 
“guest workers” is nothing more than an effort to bet­
ter his own re-election chances.
President Rush plans to allow illegal immigrants to 
work jobs that “Americans are not filling.” The immi­
grants will be awarded three-year work visas that allow 
them to legally stay in the country as long as they are 
employed. These visas will not grant amnesty, rather 
they will purportedly ensure fair wages and protection. 
That means that if workers lose their job, they als<i 
lose their legal status and thus get the “compassionate” 
boot back to their native country.
With this proposal. Bush is likely trying to charm 
away about 5 percent of the Latino vote from the 
LX’mt.K'rats, a number that could almost guarantee to 
keep his desk in the Oval Office in November. Bush, 
championed ^5 jiercent of the Latino vote in 2000,. 
according to The Christian Science Monitor, but con­
servative estimates speculate h e ,Editorial could need 40 percent to win the
------------------------  2004 election.
Bush’s plan touts two incentives 
for illegal workers to acquire the proposed “guest work­
er” visas: guaranteed fair wages and improved working 
conditions.
Instead of raising wages for illegal workers. Bush’s 
plan could make jobs that illegal immigrants arc work­
ing di.sappear altogether. There is a reastin that these 
employers aren’t paying fair wages to start with. 
Forcing them to pay more may cause them to elimi­
nate jobs, leaving employers with no workers and 
workers with no jobs.
As far as improving working conditions, "guest 
workers” are only granted visas when they are 
employed. Loss of a job equals loss of a visa. Is it real­
ly likely that a “guest Wi)rker” with a temporary visa is 
going to nark on a boss that is mistreating him or her? 
Clearly, that will put both their job and their visa sta­
tuses on the line. This plan would give even more 
power to corrupt employers because guest workers do 
not have the stability of permanent residence.
Bush emphasized that under his plan, illegal work­
ers could only take jobs that American citizens don't 
want. Fiowever, there is one overriding rea.son that 
Americans don’t necessarily want these jobs: The pay 
is low. If the wages were rai.sed, there would be few jobs 
that struggling Americans would turn their nose up at.
This proposal is a wolf in sheep’s clothing. If enact­
ed, it is likely to do nothing more than garner votes for 
Rush. Most illegal workers will continue to work 
“under the table” because “guest wtirker” visas ulti­
mately don’t offer any incentives for them. Any 
employer who would be compelled to demand that 
workers obtain guest visas probably follows current law 
and doesn’t have illegal workers in the first place. 
Employers willing to break the law before Rush’s pro­
posal will be just as willing to break the law after the 
propo.sal IS enacted.
So many factories and corporations have already 
sent their low-skilled jobs overseas that a limited 
amount of unskilled labor opportunities exist in the 
United States. Encouraging foreign citizens to take 
these remaining jobs can only raise unemployment 
rates.
,‘\t best, Rii.sh’s proposal will do nothing to help 
immigrants in America. At worst, it could seriously 
affect unemployment rates.
Rut, boy will it garner .some votes.
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Get challenged or get left behind
Finally, the federal government is adding funds to public edu­cation, and expecting results.
The “No Child Left Behind" federal school reform law may 
be one of the only rational initiatives made since the Rush admin­
istration took over the Oval Office.
The law states all students should be proficient —  as defined by 
each state —  by the end of the 2013-14 school year and requires 
steady overall academic progress.
Debate arises between teachers, 
^ s u p e r i n t e n d e n t s  and political leaders
---------- ^  guidelines of the law. The
lack of funding to meet the new 
demands fills conversations in teacher’s rooms and the political 
arena.
Simple talk can turn to griping.
Many are in opposition of continuing the program.
Democratic presidential hopeful, FJoward Dean, lashed out at 
the “Draconian” measures that he said set up parents, teachers and 
school boards “for failure.”
While pessimists see the law as a potential failure, optimists 
believe the law will reform weak teaching systems. The process 
entails removing ineffective teachers, restructuring poor reading 
programs and offering additional tutoring.
The law is about raising the bar and believing every child has 
the capability to learn given the right guidance and support.
“No Child Left Behind” makes public academic participants 
responsible for educational improvement. The law addresses the 
needs of public schools and each student through standardized 
testing.
It directs schools not to simply shuffle students through the 
school system, but to meet their learning needs, so no child is 
deprived of a meaningful education. We have advanced past a 
time when only advantaged chil Iren of wealthy, well-educated 
parents have a bright future.
The argument that the program diK'sn’t alliKate enough funds
is invalid.
It’s not about money.
Many parents .shell out thousands of dollars a year to send their 
children to private schools, because they feel public schools are 
not .serving their .students.
Private schcKils create excellence in their educational programs 
with funds that far exceed the amount public schools receive. 
Private .school teachers frequently receive lower salaries than pub­
lic teachers, yet the educational standards are higher. Teachers 
expect more than just the minimum from their students. The con­
ventional academic wisdom perceives that the poor, disadvantaged 
and “culturally diverse” are fragile and unable to meet challenges. 
The academic rigor found in elite suburban or private schinils 
would frustrate them and crush their self esteem. This notion 
needs to be thrown out.
“No Child Left Behind” does just that.
An example of students beating the odds iKcurred in the 1980s 
when exceptional teacher,
Jaime Escalante, was handed “N o  Child Left Behind” 
a .school full of losers and public academic partiC'
with arithmetic. Through responsible for educa^
hard work, encouragement, tional improvement. The bw  
perseverance, dedication addresses the needs o f  public 
and challenging the system,
Escalante brought his stu- , , i i. i
dents at Gatfield High ‘h w u g h  s ta n Ja rd iz ed  testing.
Schcxil in East Los Angeles -------------------------------------------------
to surpass the Calculus AP test scores of most elite high schools. 
This story was showcased in the 1988 movie “Stand and l^eliver.” 
Students need to be challenged. It is better to lose in the 
Olympics than to win in Little League.
Kendra Hodges is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff 
writer.
Grand Theft Auto Vice City has virtues
After a long day of work or sitting in class, a student is very tired and stressed. Upon arriving home, it is not uncom­mon for this student to .seek refuge in a little black box 
of fantasy —  a Playstation 2. The game is inserted, the power is 
turned on and therapy begins.
Unfortunately, not everyone .sees vitilent video games as a 
form of therapy and relaxation.
In the game Grand Theft .Auto: Vice (?ity, a gamer assumes 
the role of Tommy Vercetti (voiced by Ray Liotta), who has just
hit the streets after serving some 
time. Vercetti is sent to Vice 
c i ty  by lus old mafia boss, Sotiny 
Forelli. This trip is not a relaxing 
one, as Vercetti is set up and loses everything. Forelli wants his 
money back, but gettitig it will be difficult as Vercetti is without 
promising leads.
Throughout the course of the game, Vercetti is given a pletho­
ra of weapons, ranging from an Uzi to an AK-47 tti a riKket 
launcher. One of the game’s features gives its players cxunplete 
freedom in a 1980s mock-Miami. Vercetti can shixit and rob 
storeowners, police officers, pedestrians and rival gangs.
Tliese gangs, however, consist of CAiban and Haitian race, 
which has given the game a poor name, in six;iety. Miami-based 
Haitian groups are currently in a federal lawsuit with Rix'k.star 
Games, the New York based pnxlucer of Vice City, because a 
side-mission of the game instructs the player to kill Haitians for 
extra points. I\*spite RtKkstar agreeing to remove the offensive 
litie from future copies of the award-winning game, the Flaitian 
organizations have asked for more than $15,000 in damages. 
GTA: Vice C?ity has sold 11 million copies.
The Haitian groups, led by the Haitian-American Coalition of 
Palm Reach (xninty, are taking on several corporate heavy­
weights in the suit. Besides Rockstar Games ami its parent com­
pany Take-Two Interactive Software Inc., the groups are suing 
Sony Computer Entertainment, the Microsoft Corp. and retail­
ers Target, Wal-Mart and Rest Buy. They feel the game gives a
harsh representation of Haitian-Americans.
These groups are facing a difficult challenge, due to the games 
rating .system. The game is rated “mature” for audiences older 
than 17. The judicial system might not be sympathetic due to the 
fact that other races are poorly stereotyped. .All Italians are 
Mafioso, Cuban dialogue is almost dubbed straight from the 
motion picture “Scarface” and Flaitians are gun-toting people 
with hydraulic-powered cars.
Earlier this month, akiiit 100 Haitian-Americans demotistrat- 
ed outside a Wal-Mart Supercenter in Boynton Beach, Fla, 
chanting, “Stop Vice City.” No hearing dates were immediately 
set.
Rockstar C3ames does not deserve to be on trial. Though the 
game touches on a few tabixi subjects such as prostitution and 
drug dealing, it is not real. Adding these attributes to a video 
game simply improves the entertainment value and .sales rev­
enue. Furthermore, the game caters to young adults, who realize 
that the game is just a game.
The people that deserve tti K' on trial are tho.se who do not 
follow the rating policy. More often than not, kids younger than 
17 purchase copies of the game, and the retailers do not usually
check identification as much as a _______________________
child going to a rated “R” movie or Y h e  game CaterS tO 
hiiy.nß a music aihum with a parental 
advisory sticker on it.
Irresponsible parents should also K* realize the game is 
subpoenaed. Parents buy these games JUSt a game.
for their children without properly _______________________
researching them. The game is
extremely popular with children. Some parents will buy the game 
simply to make their child smile.
Indeed their children will smile when pumping magnum 
rounds into a Vice City police officer’s head.
Kendrick J. Carson is a journalism senior and a Mustang Daily 
staff writer.
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A pathy is hardly an excuse
I t’s that time once a^ain. It’s that pesky and ohlijiatory custom that comes every four years and assures us of the continuing function of the little experiment we like to call American 
democracy. Yes, it’s yet another presidential election year.
Now 1 know it seems like we just had the last election. 
Remember that whole fiasco in Florida with all the dimpled 
chads, the recounts and the imaj»es of the elderly residents of 
Palm Beach County endlessly staring through the lens of a mag­
nifying glass at the countless numbers of butterfly ballots? O f 
course, there’s been plenty to take our minds off politics in 
recent years. We’ve had wars, terror attacks, recalls, tuition hikes 
and reality television to keep us thoroughly occupied in the time 
since one of the most heavily contested presidential elections of 
all time.
However; the time has come for us to fulfill our responsibility 
to inform ourselves of our options and to follow through by vot­
ing. There is no excuse. Each and every one of us must register 
to vote, get informed and vote come November. According to 
the Center for Information and Research on Civics and 
Engagement the young voters in America (18- to 24-year-olds) 
were terribly underrepresented in the 2000 election. Only 32.3 
^  percent of this age group voted, as
^ O n f l M l 0 n T 3 i y  opposed to 54.7 percent of the entire
population (which is still much too 
low). We as citizens, and especially as students, must take much 
more seriously our responsibility to vote if we want a promising 
future.
1 can already hear many of you trying to come up with an 
excuse not to vote. You may think you don’t have time to keep 
up with all the news and issues, think your vote really doesn’t 
matter all that much, or think all the candidates are just a bunch 
of rich guys bickering like children instead of representing you. 
But do not cop out with these lame excuses. Do not voluntarily 
surrender the right that helped found our government —  that 
men for generations have fought and died to create and protect.
Do not claim that your ignorance ot the pt)litical world is root­
ed in your lack of free time. That’s nonsense. There are plenty of 
hours in the day to complete all your required tasks and duties, 
as well as read a newspaper or two, or watch a news program that 
doesn’t focus on celebrity trials or asinine stories like the annual 
steeplechase of wiener dogs in 
Sheboygan, Wis. It doesn’t take
that long to get informed.  ^ grant you tfldt Cl Sin-
Watch a real news prtigram or gle vote alone rarely is sig'
listen to NPR (but please avoid nificant. Hoivever, a siU' 
taking comments from TV  per- . / • j  • i
sonalities l.ke Bill O ’Re.lly as Combined With
fact) to learn the candidates’ rnillions of Other votes can 
stances on the issues facing us. do amazing things; it can 
Do not succumb to the media’s i}\q vjorld
tendency to condense entire 
debates and speeches into four-
second sound bites. Really try to sift through the information to 
arrive at what you believe is the truth, and then act on that with 
your ballot.
1 will grant you that a single vote alone rarely is significant. 
However, a single vote combined with millions of other votes 
can do amazing things; it can change the world. Do not complain 
about the state of the nation or the world if you are not willing 
to try to fix the problems.
Our votes can reshape the world. Remember that old saying, 
“The world is what we make of it’’? It’s true. We can either strive 
to fix the wrongs in the world, or we can lie back and allow for 
greedy pi>liticians to pursue their own agenda at our expense. 
Voting is the only strength the masses have to fight against 
tyranny and greed. As Ralph Nader has said, “Turn yourself on to 
politics, or politics will turn on you.’’
Brett Berry Is a writer for the Arizona Daily Wildcat at the 
University of Arizona.
Letters to the editor
Students deserve seats at basketball games Mothers for Peaces mourn a lost member
Editor,
Again it seems Cal Poly will do about anything to make a buck 
at the expense of students.
In trying to get tickets for home basketball games this year, 
many students have found out early in the week that tickets are 
already sold out. Why the sudden problem this year ot getting 
tickets? Yes, the team is fun to watch and college basketball is one 
of the best spectator sports around; but instead ot the whole east 
end of the gym being open to students, now only 3 of 5 sections 
are, with the other two being reserved seats.
1 understand that the demand for tickets trom the community 
is there and our athletic department, which is ntit very well fund­
ed, sees an opptmunity to pull in a little bit more money. Rut col­
lege sports and the atmosphere about them is created by students 
who take extreme pride in their sports teams. l\'spite the bad rap 
Cal Poly students get in supporting their teams, Mi)tt Gym is one 
of the loudest places I’ve ever watched a college basketball game. 
The fact that hundreds fewer students are able to watch each 
game is detracting trom the atmosphere that our players teed off 
of. So give the students back their seats or make a real commit­
ment and let our players play in an arena larger than a high 
school gym st) both students and the community can attend in 
large numbers.
Editor,
This has been a sad time for the Mothers tor Peace. Hank 
Aptelberg, one of i)ur very first supporters died. Hank and his pre­
cious wife Liz wttrked together for peace, justice and a sustainable 
environment. They worked in hope that our children and grand­
children would see a world reducing, not producing, nuclear 
waste. Hank and Liz inspired all the Mothers.
Hank was a Mother tor Peace because he st> clearly shared the 
group’s goals. He was proud of Liz’s unwavering dedication to the 
Mtuhers. And so the Mothers will stand with Liz to help keep 
Hank’s hope alive.
Andrew McDaniel is a b io logy senior.
Prejudice against immigrants is hurtful 
Editor,
Contrary to what some pcH)ple believe, racial prejudice cKcurs 
at this higher education in.stitution, better known as Cal Poly, 
San Luis Obispo. El Moviemiento Estudiantil Xicano de Aztlan 
M.E.X.A. experienced a harsh comment on the night ot its annu­
al event. Las Posados, held at Chumash Auditorium on Dec. 5. As 
a part of the event, we invited numerous families that we spon­
sored for our food drive and toy drive to join us in the festivities. 
While caroling at the dorms, there was a comment by an 
unknown female student.
“Ewww, immigrants.’’
Is that any way to treat an individual? There was nothing to do 
but file an Incident Report with the University Police. 
Immigrants built this nation. Immigrants are still building this 
nation and we demand an apology to those families who were 
insulted. All ot them were insulted and we are waiting.
Alicia Garcia is an architectural engineering senior and M.E.X.A. 
President.
Nancy Norw ood is a San Luis O bispo com m unity member.
Mustang Daily is looking 
for a few good cartoonists 
and columnists.
Cartexmists should bring a proposal and art .sample to 
Luira in 26-226. Qdumnists can send a proposal and 
500-word sample to mustangdaily@hotmail.com. 
Please include your name, majt r^ and phone niimlxT 
with all submissions.
Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. Mustang Daily 
reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, profanities and length. 
Letters, commentaries and cartoons do not represent the views of the 
Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 250 words. Letters should include 
the writer's full name, phone number, major and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407
By fax:
(805) 756-6784
By e-mail: mustangdailv@hotmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do not send 
letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the body of the email.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the correct 
format.
Reenacting 
the draft and 
a'free'country
Conscription. To compel into service. Also known as, “the draft.’’
It may seem a relic of wars past and adminis­
trations gone by. Something that happened for WW l 
and Vietnam —  not in the 21st century. Something 
that is a slap in the face to the 1 3th Amendment 
(that’s the one banning slavery and involuntary 
servitude) and a challenge to the spirit of what living 
in a free country is all about.
Something that will never happen again, right? 
Don’t kid yourself.
Last year two bills were introduced and are now in 
congressional committees, (H.R. 163 of the House of 
Representatives and S. 89 of the Senate) both 
known as the Universal National Service Act of 
2003.
The purpose of the
Commentary
..................... for the common defense
by requiring that all young persons in the United 
States, including women, perform a period of mili­
tary service or a period of civilian service in further­
ance of the national defense and homeland security 
and for other purposes.”
Just what exactly does “t)ther purposes" entail? 
Empire upkeep and expansion? Is it that we never 
intend to leave Iraq, or any other corner of the world 
that would give us a tactical advantage, and we need 
a never-ending flow of new conscripts to enforce our 
might?
The existence of the UNSA isn’t exactly coffee 
table conversation (yet), so here are the greatest hits 
from the diKument itself.
“It is the obligation of every citizen of the United 
States, and every other person residing in the United 
States, wht) is between the ages of 18 and 26, to per­
form a period of national service as prescribed in this 
Act ...”
That pretty much covers the great majority of 
those of you reading this. OK, so how does a yming 
conscript under this Act fulfill this national service? 
Either two years of military service or two years “in a 
civilian capacity that, as determined by the presi­
dent, promotes the national defense, including 
national or community service and homeland securi-
ty-
Ah, Motherland!
I’m all aK)ut people getting involved and helping 
out with the community in charitable capacities. But 
the thing about volunteering is it’s supposed to K' 
V(>luntary.
And that whole, “as determined by the president,” 
thing is a tad worrisome. Imagine if some nut job 
somehow gets into office and uses this power to fur­
ther an agenda that has as much to do about pro­
tecting our freedom as the Iraqi war did with 
weapons of mass destruction.
Tliink about that.
Rut take heart! There are ways of getting out of 
this mandatory two-year sentence —  uh ... I mean 
service. Enlisting in the armed services, enrolling as 
a cadet in a military scIuhiI or being accepted for offi­
cer training are all great ways to get out of conscrip­
tion. Sorrv. Going to college is no longer an accept­
able deferment option.
But at least conscientious objectors who, tor reli­
gious or other beliefs, refuse to fight are kindly placed 
in non-combat military situations, and some even 
allowed to transfer to the civilian service program. 
Unless your objections and beliefs are against invol­
untary servitude. That doesn’t count. Ask Thoreau.
1 have never felt better about being 27 than 1 do 
now. Rut 1 have a younger brother and sister whom 
this would affect and if 1 should ever have children ...
Rut breathe easy, comrade! The UNSA isn’t like­
ly to pass this year, as Rush would be more a fool than 
those Rushism calendars make him out to be if he 
were to reinstate the draft right before an election. 
Rut this fiscal year, $26 million is being devoted to 
gearing up the Selective Service System to be ready 
in 2005 (www.s.ss.gov).
So, how old will you be next year?
Shannon Baldwin is a writer for the Rocky Mountain 
Collegian at Colorado State University.
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Kerry shakes up race, staggers Dean Gephardt
drops bid forBy Calvin W oodw ardASSOCIATED PRESS
IVmocrotic proidcntial candidates 
opened their sprint to the New Hampshire 
priinart Tuesday with newly minted front- 
runner John Kerry pitching: his experience 
and John hdwards layinji claim to electrici­
ty in a contest thrown wide open hy the 
leadoit Iowa caucuses.
r>ick Gephardt went home to Missouri to 
drop iHit i>t the race later in the day. 
t " ) t t i c i a l s  close to the con>tressman said he 
will not endorse any ot his rivals any time 
MHin.
In the first hlu>h after Kerry’s comehack 
victory in Iowa, when he joined hdward in 
hurviny the nationally favored Howard 
Dean in third place, the candidates avoided 
■^ oiny: after each other hy name.
Instead, they ¡.^ in^ erlv shadowhoxed.
Kerry, a four-term Massachusetts senator, 
talked up hi> seasoned service and said he 
would draw that distinction .i^ainst his 
rivals —  political newcomer Wesley Clark, 
former Vermont j^overnor Dean and first- 
term senator Kdwards of North Carivlina, 
<imony: them.
"I also have the experience to make 
.•\merica safer and stronger in the world dur- 
111(4 ¡1 '  try danfierous time, and 1 think peo­
ple want a steady, tested hand at the helm of 
state,” Kerry said in a victory tour of the 
morniii},' talk .shows. “1 can provide that.”
Iowa propelled hdwards from a nearly 
second-tier candidate to a strong» second- 
place finisher, and he was pumped.
“It’s a hu(4e boost,” he said. “It’s like a fire 
spreadinjj over Iowa over the last two 
weeks, and to finish the way we did was 
extraordinary.”
The race now centers on the mutual 
backyard of Kerry and Hean — a battle now 
joined by retired (ieneral Clark and 
Camnecticut Sen. Joe Lieberman, who 
skipped Iowa. The New Hampshire primary 
IS Jan. 27.
President Rush was preparing; for his 
State of the Union speech Tuesday nij^ht, 
but White House officials said advisers kept 
him updated on the Democratic race.
White House communications director 
Dan Bartlett conjtratulated Kerry and bdwards
and sakl of the Democrats, “They have 17 
contests over the next five weeks, so it kxiks 
like the rollercoaster is just bejtinninjj.”
Edwards and Dean were back on the 
(ground in New Hampshire by 3HO a.m., 
both holdinji brief airport rallies.
“1 u.sed to be the front-runner when 1 
went out to Iowa, but I’m not the front-run­
ner any more,” Dean said at Portsmouth. 
“Rut New Hampshire has a jireat tradition 
of supportiii(4 the underdoji. So jiiiess what? 
Let’s j;o net them.”
Results from the Iowa caucus
Joh ards
Dick Gephardt
îm '
Dean
'’■’V
presidency
ST. LOUIS (AP) —  Democrat Dick Gephardt aban­
doned his second bid for the presidency Tuesday, deliv- 
erinjj a political valedictory after some three decades of 
public service while puttinji his home state of Missouri 
up for yrabs in the competitive primary race.
After a poor, fourth-place showinj» in Iowa Monday, 
Gephardt exited the race for the nomination, leavinji a 
field of seven candidates. A winner of Iowa in his unsuc- 
ces.sful White House bid in 1988, Gephardt was unable 
to produce a repeat performance despite a strong: jjround 
ort;ani:ation and union support.
“1 (4ave this campaijin everythinjj 1 had in me,” 
Gephardt told a news conference, his voice break injt at 
times. “Today my pursuit of the presidency has reached 
its end. I’m withdrawinj» as a candidate and returninji to 
private life after a lonj» time in the warm lijjiht of public 
service.”
Gephardt said he would serve out his final year of his 
14th term in Congress and would continue to work on 
behalf of universal health care coveraf’e, pension 
reform, enertiy independence and a trade policy that 
“doesn’t sacrifice American jobs.”
In bowinji imt, the Missouri conjjressman did not 
endorse any of his rivals. Several had nothing but praise 
for their hTrmer toe.
Howard Dean, who repeatedly clashed with 
Gephardt over Medicare, called him a “great American, 
and his presence in this race and this debate will be 
missed.” John Edwards said Gephardt was a “gift to 
every Democrat, every American and everyone running 
to take back the White Hou.se in 2004.” Joe Lieberman 
described him as a “valuable leader.”
A s  o f January  2004.
A  NEW DESIGNATED AREAS SMOKING POUGYON CAMPUS
Offers ait Cat Poty students.
Was your New Year*s Resotution to quit smoking? This potiey witt help you!
Can^t kick the habit? You witt be permitted to smoke in one of 26 designated areas around campus.
THE OBACCO COALITION
The Smoking Potiey 
Review Committee
...WOULD LIKETOTHANK:
FOR MORE INFORAAATION:
Including detaits of the potiey and a map of the designated areas...
Co o www.eatpoty.edu/news reteases/Z003
Or f a l l  Carrie Johnson at Csos) 4S9^0lSq
organizations and students 
who gave their support.
President Baker
SLO County Tobacco 
Controi Coatition
The American Lung Association 
of the Centrai Coast
And everyone etse who has 
supported our efforts!
She ^ 'cUi JJork Sim es
Crossword
A C R O S S
1 A iap a minute, 
e g .
5 Graceful bend
9 Capital south of 
Quito
13 Norse saint
14 “ __ She  
Sw eet?”
15 Quotation 
notation
16 Leather finish?
17 Jump the gun
19 Generally 
ignored 
astronomical 
occurrence
21 Token takers
22 “Piece of cake'“
24 One's partner
25 Reebok rival
27 Cartoonist Peter
29 Short break?
30 Genealogist’s 
work
31 PC innards: 
Abbr.
34 “Concord” 
Sonata  
composer
35 Flip response?
36 W hispers sweet 
nothings
37 Fine points
38 “Okey-doke”
39 Puts out some 
hot. swinging 
music
40 Manilow song 
setting
41 Gasbag
42 Unwelcome  
guest
44 Marsh plants
46 Took a look 
inside
48 Wood cutters
51
Edited by Will Shortz
Exact heavy 
vengeance
Poi party
Quick points
O ne often 
asked tor an 
autograph
Outlet option
E-m ailed
Writes
Work unit
No. 1210
TT
A N S W E R  TO  P R E V IO U S  P U Z Z L E
s T E S
T A L C
R U D E
0 P E N C
P E R 1 L
A
S U R N
U S E D
L U G 0 S
F R A N K
A P R 1
D 1 R
F E 1 N T
L A N G E
U R G E
B 0 L T ■ A L T A R
0 K 1 E1 *- 0 R R E
W R E N 1 s C U F F
A S S R 0 0 M
E E R P A C
N D 1 D C A M E R A
E 1 N A N A D E M
V 1 T A L D U N E
1 H U L K P A L
L 0 E S S E R
L S M 0 0 L A
E c T 0 E P 0 S 1 T
I A H 0 Y F A K E
■ R 0 P E E K E S
1 s U E 0 R A N T
D O W N
1 Elegy, e.g.
2 Chorus girl
3 Tough mode of 
punishment
4 50 /50  chance
5 On-call gizmos
6 Purposely 
misinform
7 I.R .A . increaser 
Abbr.
8 G reek vowels
9 Bodega patron
10 Together
11 Amusing 
Amsterdam«
12 Them , in 
Them!"
18 Epitaph holder 
. .. or Mick 
dagger?
20 Have words 
(with)
23 Ballet support
25 W anting water
26 Humorist Barry
|14
FT
-0
4 .Í
4Ó
51
54
57 J
1?
t
COM E S E E  
W HAT'S IN ST O C K ...
L, . .... . . ... .......
28 Sells to the 
public
30 Bar mitzvah 
reading
31 W here shrimp 
take a  dip
32 Elbow
33 Cold war inits.
35 “Careful!”
36 Picnic dish 45 Sweater
38 Bad losers syntnetic
39 Blacksmith’s file
40 Coquettish in 47 Tap trouble
the extreme
41 Singing sound?
42 Gird {oneself!
43 Solid, as some 
furniture
49 Go in up to 
ones ankles
50 Use a straw
52 Laudatory 
lines
For answers, call 1 -900-285-5656, $1 .20  a minute; or, with a 
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the be,sl of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50  years 1-888-7-ACRO SS  
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more man 2,000  
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34 .95  a year). 
Crosswords for young solvers; The Learning NetworK, 
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
C e r t i f i e d 393  M A R S H  S T
A u t o SLO. C A  93^01
R e p a i r (805) 543-7383
393 Marsh St. San Luis Obispo
543-7383
We accept parents credit cards VISA
'  ^ " S ^ e v e r a g e s
s e c o n d t n e a l F ^ ^ ,
3 ^
Open 24 hours
Friday and Saturday
212 Modonna Rd. • San Luis Obispo, CA
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
Bartender TVainees 
Needed
Earn $100-200/ shift.
Int’l Bartender in town 1 week 
only. Day/eve classes, 
limited seating. Call today 
800-859-4109 www.bar- 
tendusa.la
Part and full time positions avail.
Growing Co. in Goleta looking for 
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a 
career in sales, this is the job for 
you! Training available for 
motivated grads! Benefits, 401K, 
stock opts., profit share.
Email: careers@govplace.com
Coastal Medical 
Research Group, Inc. is actively 
looking for volunteers to 
participate in a clinical research 
study involving an investigational 
medication for the treatment of 
asthma. Must be 18 years or older, 
been diagnosed with asthma, in 
good health, non-smoker / ex­
smoker (more than one year 
tobacco free). Please call 805- 
549-7570 tor more information.
H e l p  W a n t e d
C M R G  is actively looking tor 
research candidates who have 
sprained an ankle. Please call 
(805) 549-7570 within 20 hours of 
injury tor more information about 
this research study. You will be 
reimbursed tor your time and effort.
Cam p Wayne for Girls 
Children’s sleep-away camp, 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/18- 
8/15/04) It you love children and 
want a caring, tun environment we 
need female staff as Directors and 
Instructors tor: Tennis, Golf, 
Gymnastics, Swimming, 
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports, 
Cheerleading, Ropes, 
Camping/Nature, Drama, Video, 
Ceramics, Batik, Silkscreen, Guitar, 
Jewelry, Piano, Photography, 
Aerobics, Martial Arts.
Other positions: Group Leaders, 
Administrative/Driver, Nurses 
(R N ’s). On campus interviews 
February 14th. Apply online at 
www.campwaynegirls.com or call
Wanted: Spring/Sum m er 
Interns
Must be rebels, innovators, 
dissenters, seeking leadership 
outside the box.
Average pay: $13,300 
888-450-9675
twestbrookOI @ collegeworks.com
H e l p  W a n t e d  I B o o k  E x c h a n g e  I R o o m s  F o r  R ent
Make Money 
taking Online Surveys 
Earn $10-$125 tor Surveys 
Earn $25-$250 tor Focus Groups 
Visit
www.cash4students.com/cpsu
Movie Extras/ 
M ode ls Needed
Local & Statewide Productions 
No Exp. Req’d, All looks, 
Ages 18-1-
Minor & Major Roles Avail.
Earn up to 
$300/dray 
1-800-818-7520
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Fraternities, Sororities, 
Clubs, Student Groups!
Earn $1000-32000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 
hour fundraising event. Our 
program s m ake fundrais­
ing easy  with no risks. 
Fundraising dates are tilling quickly, 
so get with the program! It works.
Contact
CampusFunderaiser at 
888-923-3238, or visit
Books:
Math 244 
Mate 210
Chem  124-125/127-129 
M E  211
Call Steve 459-1462
For  Rent
60 C a sa  St. Townhouses 
Now taking applications 
tor Sept. 10. Non-smoker, quiet, 
no pets, 543-7555 ask tor Bea
R o o m s  For  Rent
5 Bedroom, 1 Bath, n/p 
big backyard
Great house, good location, 
close to school. $475 + utilities. 
Call or email tor more info.
709-8233 (Matt), 
brooklyn_1044 @ hotmail .com
Room  tor rent!
395 Highland Dr. only a mile to 
campus. Pool table. Hot tub in 
works. Med. sized backyard. 
Laundry facilities, own room. 
$500 + utilities. Call Steve 
805-459-1462 or 
Lee 831-262-2697
S L O  master bedroom w/bath 
Quiet, quick access to 101, 
No pets, call 544-4239
For  Sale
Business Cards at affordable 
prices printed by TAGA. 
Email jsmith03@calpoly.edu tor 
prices and into.
Lost  and F o u n d
P lease  read!!!
Lost N ikon 3100 D igital 
Cam era
Last bad at Delta S igm a  
Pbi
Jan  9, 2004 Friday nigbt.
P lease  help and call 
805-756-8403 or 805-415- 
4490
Tbank you so  much. My 
cam era m eans a lot to me!!
Got something to 
say ?
Got something to sell?
Put an ad in the 
classifieds!!!
Call Christ! 756-1143 
or stop in at the 
Mustang Daily 
Bldg. 26, rm. 226
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MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
The Gaiiclios’ Lindsay Taylor and 
Mia Fisher both came off the bench 
to score 15 points as UC Santa 
Barbara defeated Cal Poly 69-45 in a 
Rij» West Conference women’s bas­
ketball fiitirie Saturday ni^ht at The 
ThunderLlome.
Kristen Mann added 12 points as 
UC Santa Barbara, which has won 
eijiht consecutive Ri  ^ West titles, 
improved to 10-5 for the season and 
4-1 in conference ^ames. Cal Poly fell 
to 6-8 and 2-5.
The Mustang'S, 0-8 on the road this 
season, had just one double-dif»it 
scorer as junior forward Heidi 
Wittstrom scored 16 points on 8-for- 
14 shooting from the floor. She also 
grabbed 13 rebounds for her first 
career double-double. Sophomore 
Courtney Uphoff was second on the 
team with 7 points.
UC Santa Barbara sprinted to a 
27-10 lead in the first 12 minutes and 
held a 38-18 halftime advantage. The 
Gauchos led by as many as 24 points 
in the second half and Cal Poly could 
get no closer than 14 down the 
stretch.
The Mustangs were only outscored 
31-27 in the second half.
UCSB scored the final 10 ptiints of 
the game. The Gauchos made 47 per­
cent of its flcxir shots while holding 
Cal Poly to 28 percent on 17-of-61 
sh(X)ting. The Mustangs also shot 16.7 
percent from three-point range, 
including 0-8 in the first half. The 
sh(X)ting woes also extended to the 
free throw line, where they shot 50 
percent.
The Gauchos enjoyed a 40-37 
edge in rebounds, led by Taylor with 
seven and Fisher with six.
An unrivaled defeat
By Spencer Marley
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The Clash on the Coast came to a 
bitter end for the Cal Poly men’s bas­
ketball team Saturday. The Mustangs 
lost 78-59 to UC Santa Barbara for 
their fourth Rig West Conference 
defeat.
The first half l4 the game was 
plagued by foul calls against senior 
forward Varnie Dennis. The 
Mustangs’ top scorer for the season 
received three fouls in the first 10 
minutes of the game and was not 
able to score during his limited time 
in the first half. Senior forward 
Shane Schilling, who scored 26 
points, carried the load left by 
Dennis.
UC Santa Barbara senior guard 
Rranduinn Fullove further increased 
the controversy surrounding him by 
violently fouling Cal Poly forward 
John Manley from behind as the 
freshman went up for a dunk on a 
breakaway. Earlier in the week, 
l\»nnis had called Fullove a “prick” 
at a press conference. Manley lay on 
the court for miTre than a minute but 
was not seriously injured.
“I’ll have to Lxik at the tape, but I 
didn’t see any play on the ball,” 
men’s basketball coach Kevin 
Bromley said.
Cal Poly sitphomore guard 
Kameron Gray also disagreed with 
Fullove’s intent.
“It was a cheap shot,” Gray said.
The Mustang’s inability to capital­
ize on free-throw opportunities defi­
nitely cost them. The Mustangs 
missed six attempts in a row after the 
call was made on Fullove. The Cal 
Ptily free-throw percentage for the 
entire game was a miserable 52 per­
cent.
Tlte second half of the game 
proved just as disappointing for Cal 
Poly. TTie lO-pxtint lead the Gauchos 
had after the first half quickly grew as 
the Gauchtts scored the first nine 
points of the second half.
A big problem for the Mustangs in
NATHAN CASWELL/MUSTANG DAILY
John Manley was intentionally fouled by UCSB's Branduinn Fullove.
the second half was reKiunding. Cal “defensive presence” was necessary 
Poly was only able to regain control of for the Mustangs.
29 percent of missed shots, finding Top scorers for Santa Barbara 
them rushing back to prevent UC included sophomore forward 
Santa Barbara fast breaks Cameron Goettsche with 15 points
Bromley stated that a strong and senior guard Nick Jones with 13.
Waves
sweep
Mustangs
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
The Cal Poly women’s tennis team 
was shutout on Monday afterncxm in 
a 7-0 loss to Pepperdine.
The Waves won two out of three 
matches in doubles and dropped 
only two sets in singles en route to 
the victory.
Mustangs Samantha Waller and 
Kristen Grady scored a win over 
Natalie Braverman and Merve 
Asimgil.
Carol Erickson and Paige 
Billingsley, at the No. 3 doubles posi­
tion for Cal Poly, lost to Charlotte 
Vemaz and Lise Sissler, 8-3.
Waller played at the No. 1 sptit in 
the singles lineup and lost a hard- 
fought match 7-6 (3), 7-5, to 
Braverman. Pepperdine senior 
Charlotte Vernaz, at the No. 2 slot, 
upended Cal Poly’s Chelsy 
Thompson 3-6, 7-6 (3), 1-0 (10-8).
k
Halsey: Defeating the best of the best
By Dan Watson
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORTER
Cal Poly wrestling may have 
dropped a pair of matches to a cou­
ple of elite national programs last 
week, but Mustang Ryan Halsey 
made his mark nevertheless.
The 5-foot-10 sophomore con­
tinues to improve, hard to believe 
considering he won the Pac-lO 
title in the 184-pound division last 
year. He was also named the Pac-10 
Newcomer of the Year, marking the 
first time in school history a 
Mustang has received the honor.
So what could have made 
Halsey’s week so special?
Try defeating Oklahoma State’s 
No. 1 Jake Rosholt, the 2003 
NCAA Champion. Halsey did it by 
decision, 6-2.
Albeit in a 35-6 team li>ss to the 
top-rated team in the nation, 
Halsey’s accomplishment in 
Stillwater, Okla., along with his
overall 3-1 record earned him 
Athlete-of-the-Week honors.
An athlete of Halsey’s prowess 
doesn’t have many demons in his 
sport, but Rosholt may have been 
one of them; that is until last 
Friday.
“1 wrestled Jake all throughout 
high school,” said Halsey, who 
again faced Rosholt earlier this sea­
son at the Reno Tournament of 
Champions and lost 13-6 in the 
finals.
“Maybe next time he’ll have 
more respect for me,” Halsey said.
Though Rosholt had a 2-1 lead 
into the third period, Halsey quick­
ly tied the score with an escape and 
then rattled off a takedown and a 
two-point near fall to eventually 
record the upset.
The win bumped Halsey to the 
No. 1 Pac-10 rating in the 184- 
pound division.
“Ryan beating Jake was definite­
ly a highlight of the trip,” said
Mustang coach John Azevedo. 
“Last year Oklahoma State shut us 
out.
This year, Halsey and Vic 
MoreniT were the only Mustangs to 
come away with wins in the non- 
conference dual meet.
Coach Azevedo contributed 
Halsey’s growing impn^vement to 
the off-.season work he has put in at 
a Junior Greco-Roman League.
“He wrestled in Europe twice, 
and 1 think that helped him men­
tally,” Azevedo said. “His intensity 
was better at the beginning of the 
year.”
Now Halsey eyes a personal goal 
in March, the NCAA Division 1 
Championships.
“1 think about the national 
championships a lot,” Halsey said.
Last year, Halsey went 2-2 at the 
championships in Kansas City, 
Mo., and finished the year ranked 
17rh in nation. Cal Poly as a team 
finished 31st.
i
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SCOReS
W  Tennis Pepperdine
0 7
C a l Poly -  1-1 on  season
M Tennis USF
5 «è 2
Nguyen, Tracy, van Linge, Jones: won singles and doubles
M Basketball UCSB
59 VS. 78
Shane Schilling (F)—26 points
W  Basketball UCSB
45 @ 69
Heidi Wittsrom (F) —  116 points, 13 rebounds
M Tennis
1 (fi)
Fresno State
1 'i.z-'
Brett van Linge —  only singles win
U
W  Swimming San Jose State
3rd place
Stacey Peterson, Mary Thomas —  won tw o events each
Schedule
W  Basketball VS. Pacific
th urs .,jan .22,7pm .
M Basketball @ Pacific
thurs,,jan.22,7p.m .
Baseball vs. USD
fri„jan .23 ,6p .m .
Wrestling vs. Stanford
fri.,jan. 23 ,6  p m .
M Tennis @ Westmont
fr i, jan. 23,1 pm .
W  Tennis @ St. Mary’s
fr i,jan .23 ,3  pm .
Rugby vs. UCIA
s a t,ja n .2 4 ,1 p m .
W  Basketball vs. eSUN
sat.,jan .24 ,7pm .
M Basketball eSUN
sat,jan .24 ,7p .m .
Stats
Tease me...
Tomorrow
Thursday's M ustang  
Daily will feature reports 
on men's and w om en's 
tennis, Golden Graham, 
as well as an analysis of 
the basketball teams.
Triuia
l.iv % i|ucvtion
When did the Carolina Panthers 
last make the Super Bowl?
Send answers to: spmartin&calpoly.edu
SI Quemion
Three-day weekend
Congratulations to aKI
Sports editor Sean Martin can be 
reached at 756-1796 or mustang- 
dailysports@yahoo.com
